Installation and operation instruction

1. Place two plastic expansion screws (2) on the wall, and then use two SS304

G1/2"

position and levelness between the valve body, floor and wall).

G1/2"
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self-tapping screws (3) to fix the valve body (1) on the wall (pay attention to the
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Valve Body

2. Connect the cold \hot water inlet pipe to the two G1/2 inlet holes of the valve body.

Wall
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Self-tapping screw

3. Decorate the wall tile surface (pay attention to the distance between wall and
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valve body (1) it should be 5 to 25mm).
5-25

4. Pull the two plastic protective sleeves (12), left and right .
5. Unscrew the M5 locking screw (7) with the S2.5 Allen key (10) , then remove

Wall tile surface

the handle (9).
6. The two Cartridge sleeve (4) are covered by two Flanges (6) separately.
7. Remove Plug (14), Wrap the PTFE tape around the G1/2 out let pipe (13),
and then screw it into the Valve Body (1) . Push Flange(11) close to the wall.
8. Right part: Put the handle (9) on the stem of the spool (5), turn the handle (9)

Plastic plug-G1/2

to the right side of the spool clockwise, then pull out the handle (9) align the

Red mark

blue dots, tighten the M5 screw (7)with the S2.5 Allen Key (10) , and finally
install the rubber plug (8) in the handle hole.
9.Left part: same step with item 8, but turn the handle (9) to the left side of
the spool counter-clockwise, then pull out the handle (9) align the red dots.
10. Check all joints & connections for leaks.
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